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The mainstream media and ultra-liberal Democrats canâ€™t understand why white voters,
especially white men, are so angry. Wayne Allyn Root is an angry white male, and he knows why.
This is his story, his testimony, and a look at whatâ€™s happening to an entire group of good
people: law-abiding, tax-paying, hard-working, middle-class people. Theyâ€™re being targeted,
silenced, intimidated, persecuted &#151; virtually wiped off the planet &#151; in order to make
guilty, politically correct white liberals feel better about themselves. Itâ€™s open season on white
males.And yes, youâ€™re damn right theyâ€™re angry. In Angry White Male, Root makes his case
why he and his brethren have every right to be angry. Millions of angry white males are not on the
attack but rather responding in self-defense. Root urges the middle class to take charge before they
are protested and legislated out of existence, penniless, powerless, jobless, afraid to speak for fear
of being shouted down and immediately labeled &#147;racist.â€•Not afraid of being politically
incorrect, Angry White Male exposes the unfair and unregulated policies, politically correct attitudes,
and reverse racism that have recently oppressed and depressed the shrinking middle class &#151;
in voting, housing, guns, taxes, regulation, and jobs &#151; and provides the playbook to empower
readers to protect their rights. They can do this by verbalizing, mobilizing, and protesting, getting out
to vote in record numbers, pushing for term limits, fighting the &#147;not so freeâ€• trade battle,
fighting for a &#147;Middle-Class Contract with Americaâ€• and &#147;Middle-Class Income Tax
Vacation,â€• and arming themselves with the &#147;Middle-Class Weapon of Self-Defense.â€• Let
the revolution begin!
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This book is not for someone that likes academic approaches to non-academic problems. So many
people think that if a politician cannot outline a 12 step plan (with minute details to describe each
step) to fix a problem they've never dealt with before then they are not capable or smart. I think just
the opposite.... anyone can take a simple subject and make it complicated, but very, very few can
take a complex subject and make it simple. Wayne has managed to take a very complicated
situation and make it simple, in this book "Angry White Male".This is how the book flows:â€¢ Here's
what's happeningâ€¢ Here's why we're angryâ€¢ Here's what we can do to make things betterHow
can someone not LOVE this book when it is a big breath of fresh air and a shot of hope to the
middle class in America?

Root has never been afraid to tell it like it is and this book is no exception. We are being vilified for
everything we do, these days. Have you ever asked yourself why? Angry White Male gives us
plenty to think about and the ammo we need to defend against the current phenomenon of crazy.

Have a highlighter available to capture the important information and facts this book provides.
Wayne Allyn Root (WAR) gives you a great read by getting straight to the point in how our country
needs "US" to step up and be part of the solution and not the problem. I have seen the hard working
and passionate WAR all over the TV networks these last couple of years and his passion feeds into
this book.A "must" read, but most importantly a "must" follow book.

This is a must read book for anyone who cares about America. You will see just how much we are
in trouble as a county. You will understand how this happened and why it is getting worse not better.
Of course there are solutions and Wayne does a great job of building to ones that are very rational
and can be implemented quickly with the right leadership. Special interview with Wayne is now
available [...]

Wayne has a way of saying what we all feel. A true American with the heart of a lion, fearing no one,
people like Root epitomize the saying that "Evil prospers when good men do nothing!" Wayne does
good by getting out the word and making people think! Great book!!!

This book is a true "Toto Moment" to end all Toto Moments. Mr. Root rips back the curtain to reveal
the (Not So) Great Wizard, Obama and his cohorts, worshipped by the half of the population who
DOES NOT participate in the private sector. I felt like I was reading my own biography. The anger
and frustration he outlines rings so true on so many levels to anyone who is out there creating and
running small businesses. This book gave me a GIGANTIC sense of relief realizing it wasn't only
me feeling the oppression and constant attacks on entrepreneurs such as myself, in Obama's
creator-killing economy. The revelations in this book literally brought me to tears. Reading it I felt
like a fish who just realized water was all around me. The problem is clear and the solution is clear.
Wayne Root cuts to the bone and puts in black and white what we have all been thinking the past 8
years. His best book yet which is saying a lot because he has written numerous really awesome
books.

Revolutions are sparked by anger toward a corrupt government...phenomenal political movements
are rare and are sparked by people inspired by a candidate promising better living standards. This is
Wayne Allyn Root's 10th book and I read them all since 1997 when I leaned about him. From book
to book, any outsider can feel the anger brewing inside of him so it's no wonder that he finally
published a book with such a name. Many people feel his anger toward a corrupt / incompetent
government, but not everyone has the guts Wayne has to say it as it. I just ordered my copy of
Wagne's latest manuscript and look forward to reading it on the plane as I cross the Altantic pond
for the 220th time in 25 years.

WAR gives freedom and truth a shot in the arm in his latest book.He always moves beyond anger at
the political correctness and duplicity of the left,however, to a Reaganite optimism that American
Freedom can be re-secured.â€œFreedom is never more than one generation away from extinction.
We didn't pass it to our children in the bloodstream. It must be fought for, protected, and handed on
for them to do the same, or one day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our
children's children what it was once like in the United States where men were free.â€• Ronald
Reagan.
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